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Visual Streamline FAQ 

 

What are the different types of holds, and how can they be released? 
 

There are different types of hold that are available throughout the system. 

 

Credit holds  

Occurs when Accounts Receivable Balance + Open Order Balance exceed the customer credit limit and when the 
customer flag for Credit Checking is turned on. 

This type of hold can be released from order entry.  You can add a password to this which will only allow users to 
release orders from credit hold if they know the password, this is set through the password linked to business rule 
PW # 1.  This type of hold can also be released through the Authorize and Release Credit Check Program. 

 

Below Minimum Margin Hold  

Occurs when details of order do not meet minimum requirements for margin as defined in Company Setup, either 
through the global company setup min margin field, or individually by customer, hit F5 on the min margin field in 
company setup to get to additional margin table. 

This type of hold can only be released from the Authorize/Release Held Order program located in Accounts 
Receivable -> Credit and Collections.  

 

PST Exemption Expiry  

Occurs when an order is entered after the PST Exemption Expiry date as defined in the Customer Master File details 
screen. 

This type of hold can be released from order entry through the password linked to Business Rule PW #1. 

 

Manual Hold 

Occurs when a user manually flags the order as 'On Hold' in the Sales Order Entry screen. 

This type of hold can be released manually through order entry 

 

Below Min $ Hold  

Occurs when a sales order dollar value is below the Min $ amount as defined in the Customer Master File details 
screen. 

This type of hold can be released from order entry through the password linked to business rule PW #1  
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Past Due Hold  

Occurs when invoices go unpaid past due the number of days defined in the AR master files > customers > Terms 
AND past due field.  Note - in order for a customer to go on Past Due Hold, you must specify a past due code in the 
customer master file.  If there is no Past Due code, the customer will not be put on Past due hold.  The system will 
consider first the number of days determined in your TERMS and then add the number of days in the past due code 
field.  For example: If you have a Terms of net 30 days, and you want the customer to go on hold 31 days after the 
invoice date then you need to create and enter a past due code of 1 day.   In this same example if you have a past 
due code of 30 days, then the system will grand the customer 60 days (30 for the terms and 30 for the past due) so 
the past due code represents how many days after the terms you want before the system considered it past due. 

This type of hold can be released form order entry through the password linked to business rule PW #1 

 

Product Minimum Price Hold. 

This type of hold is Available in versions 10.2.4.0000 and higher. 

This is an OPTIONAL business rule available for purchase and not part of the base package. 

Purchasing and enabling this optional business rule enables you to setup a minimum selling price based on stocking 
UOM on products.  Whenever that selling price is not reached in a  sales order, the sales  order will go on a MIN 
PRICE HOLD.  Releasing of this hold is  done through current release hold processing located in:  AR Credit an 
collections > Authorize/Release Held Orders.  

 

Additional Information on other related programs: 

 

In the Authorize/Release Credit Held Program, there is a button called  'AutoCheck'  

For sites that process a large number of cash receipts each day, the 'Auto-Check' button can be a very useful tool as 
it will re-evaluate Credit Holds and Past Due Holds for orders that were entered and put on hold prior to cash 
receipts being  completed.  

When the Auto-Check button is selected, the system rechecks orders on "Credit Hold" and looks at the customer's 
current A/R balance + the customer's open orders. If the total is less than the customer's credit limit, it will tag the 
corresponding customer orders for release. 

For all on hold orders of type "Past Due", it re-checks the number of  past due invoices for the customer (not 
including invoices flagged as 'in dispute') and if the number is 0, it tags the corresponding customer orders for 
release.    

After the above checks are completed, the user can review the list of orders the system has automatically tagged for 
release, manually tag or un-tag additional orders, then click on the Release button to release the held orders. 

In order to be able to tag items in the Authorize/Release Credit held program user needs user right RTAOC.  
Without this right, user can view orders on hold, but will not be able to tag them. 

 


